Launch of the Food Ethics Council’s
Business Forum, a safe space for
business executives to explore
contentious issues in food and farming
– these bi-monthly meetings are still
running over a decade later

Food Ethics Council’s first report ‘Drug use in farm animals’
is published – it was instrumental in the European
Commission agreeing to ban BST (a hormone which increases
milk production when injected into dairy cows) in 2000

A Food Ethics’ book edited by Ben Mepham – believed
to have coined first use of the term ‘food ethics’
A Ministry of Agriculture ethics committee recommends
establishing a standing government committee to explore
ethical implications of farm animal biotechnologies.
Government’s failure to act on this leads Joanne Bower to
suggest an independent council be set up…

First meeting of
Food Ethics Council
on 28th May 1998

Food Ethics Council’s publishes fourth report,
Food Ethics Council’s
‘After FMD: aiming for a values-driven agriculture’
second report ‘Novel
Food Ethics Council’s third report:
Foods: Beyond Nuffield’
Food Ethics Council becomes registered charity
‘Farming animals for food: towards a moral menu’.
is published

Food Ethics Council launches its quarterly
‘Food Ethics’ magazine, which went on to have
over 30 issues in the following eight years

Food Ethics Council publishes ‘Just knowledge:
governing research on food and farming’

Incredible Edible Todmorden
(northern England) takes off and
develops into a food activism and
community resilence movement

Launch of Divine Chocolate,
the first ever farmer-owned
Fairtrade chocolate bar
aimed at the mass market

1995

1996

1997

1998

US approves GM Canola and Maize,
with many arguing that food supply is
passing into the hands of corporations

European Commission
imposes a worldwide ban on
all British beef exports after
UK Government announces
there is a “probable link”
between BSE in cattle and
variant CJD in humans

The transparency test
Hidden to visible
Beyond consumerism
Towards food citizenship
The big picture
Single issue to whole system
Taking the long view
Short-termist to long-termist
Variety is the spice of life
Uniformity to diversity
Other important
milestones
Food Ethics Council events
Above the green line

1993
The concept
of food miles –
conceived by
Professor Tim Lang
– first appears
in print (1994)

1994
Tesco Clubcard
launched, giving
the supermarket an
unprecedented level of
shopper data (1995)

M&S launches Plan A, a sustainable business
programme designed to address its key
environmental, social and ethical challenges

The Marine Stewardship
Council – ecolabel and
fishery certification program –
launched as an independent
entity, to enable “future
generations to be able to
enjoy seafood and oceans full
of life, forever”

Food Standards Agency created. From its
inception, the Agency declared it would take
no decisions about food policy except in open
Board meetings accessible to the public

1999

2000

International Seed Treaty (IT PGRFA)
agreed by FAO Conference in 2001, before
coming into force in 2004, with farmers’
rights to seeds given a legal footing

2001
Serious outbreak of foot and mouth disease in
Britain led to the slaughter of many animals and
delays the General Election by one month

2002

2003

Method of production
labelling on shell eggs
becomes mandatory
in the UK

Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment published,
showing extent of harm caused
by humankind to the planet

2004

2005

At least 21 Chinese illegal immigrant labourers
drowned drown while picking cockles at
Morecambe Bay. This led leads to the setting up
of the Gangmasters Licensing Authority (now
Gangmasters and Labour Abuse Authority)

2006

Food Justice: the report
of the Food and Fairness
Inquiry published – redefines
what fairness in the food
system means (Fair share,
fair say, fair play)

Water labels on food report published – helps shift
thinking on embedded water

Nyéléni 2007: Forum for Food
Sovereignty. Declaration and six pillars of
Food Sovereignty in Synthesis Report

The World Food Summit at
FAO headquarters in Rome
called in response to the
continued existence of
widespread undernutrition and
growing concern about the
capacity of agriculture to meet
future food needs

First in Livestock Dialogues
series with WWF-UK
published – which
helped helps unblock the
previously polarised meat
and livestock debate

Food Ethics Council’s work on food aid for Defra
(with University of Warwick and Hannah Lambie-Mumford)
was eventually published after being mentioned at PMQs
after rumours it was being quoshed by Government
Food Ethics Council produces
Food Issues Census, first survey of civil
society on food and farming in the UK
– holding up a mirror to the sector

Publication of ‘Square Meal: why we need a new recipe for farming,
wildlife, food and public health’ – a flagship report calling for
overhaul of food and farming policy produced by alliance of civil
society organisations, including Food Ethics Council
Food Ethics Council chairs the Sustainable
Food Supply Chains Commission, which includes taking
Parliamentarians and food business executives to Brussels to
discuss sustainable food supply chains with leading MEPs

Launch of Food Citizenship report produced with the
New Citizenship Project, exploring how we can shift from a
consumerist to citizenship mindset in the food system
Programme on ‘unleashing the power of indexes’ started,
to coincide with the first Food Sustainability Index from Barilla
Center for Food and Nutrition and Economist Intelligence Unit –
comparing countries on a basket of food sustainability measures

For whom?
Questioning food
and farming research
e-magazine published

World’s first lab grown burger eaten
Landmark
publication
“Agriculture at
a Crossroads:
International
Assessment
of Agricultural
Knowledge, Science
and Technology
for Development”
(IAASTD) is approved

Major foresight report on tackling obesity
published – takes a 40 year forward look
at how the UK could respond sustainably
to rising levels of obesity

Cabinet Office in
Labour Government
publishes ‘Food
Matters: Towards a
Strategy for the 21st
Century’, calling for a
“stronger and more
integrated approach
to food policy”

2007

2008

Launch of Business Benchmark on Farm
Animal Welfare and the first Behind the Brands
company scorecard (produced by Oxfam)

Groceries Code Adjudicator
introduced in the UK to tackle unfair
trading practices between food
retailers and their direct suppliers

Well-being of Future Generations Act –
key legislation introduced in Wales takes into
account potential impacts on future generations

Fast food giants like McDonald’s and Yum! Brands face demands
from $2 trillion investor coalition (brought together by FAIRR
initiative and ShareAction) to reduce overuse of medically important
antibiotics by large meat and poultry producers

Paris climate
agreement – collective
responsibility taken for
tackling climate change

European Broiler Ask
introduced – pushing for
higher minimum criteria for
broiler welfare

FAO 1st Agroecology
Symposium – this ‘new
paradigm’ is given
UN backing

Tesco becomes the first supermarket chain in the world to release
a third-party verified report into its supply chain food waste

Oklahoma City ‘loses a million pounds’
(in weight) through its ‘This City is going
on a diet initiative’ – a collective mission
instigated by the Mayor

2009

2010
US Kraft Foods purchases British
chocolate company Cadbury –
another sign of the globalisation
of the food industry

2011

2012

Brazil publishes the revised version of its dietary guidelines, which
take a holistic view, including encouraging citizens to cook whole
foods at home, rather than narrowly focusing on calories

Scottish Government
announces the Good Food
Nation Bill in its programme
for government, presenting
an opportunity for crosscutting legislation to transform
Scotland’s food system

A People’s Food Policy
launched by a coalition of
grassroots food and farming
organisations in the UK

Start of Sustainable Development Goals – (near) universal
buy-in to a wide-ranging ambitious set of global 2030 goals

2013

2014

2015

2016

Horsemeat scandal breaks

The number of threeday emergency food
supplies given out by
Trussell Trust foodbanks
exceeds one million for
the first time

World Health Organisation
says for the first time that
processed meat ranks
alongside smoking as major
cause of cancer

Proposed mergers
announced between
ChinaChem and Syngenta;
Dow Chemical Co. and DuPont;
and Bayer and Monsanto

2017

Introduction of
sugary drinks levy

2018

